
3001 Summer Street 
Stamford, CT 06905 

30 January 2001 

Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
450 Fifth Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20549-0609 

Re: File Nos. SR-DTC-00-10 and 600-32 

Dear Mr. Katz: 

On behalf of GSTP AG, we are writing in response to the January 12, 2001letter 
to you of Carl Urist, Managing Director and Deputy General Counsel, of The Depository 
Trust & Clearing Corporation ("DTCC"), which was submitted in response to our prior 
letter to you dated January 3, 2001. Our prior letter was written to express GSTP AG's 
comments in regard to the proposed rule change by subsidiary Depository 

Company C'DTC") (File No. 10) and exemptive application 
600-32). 
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the clarification process that is needed to ensure that a competitive level playing field 
exists after the implementation of the GJV. 1 

Accordingly, we urge the Commission to withhold approval of both applications 
pending further acceptable clarifications of the parties to the application (the "Parties"). 
If acceptable, those clarifications should be included within Orders governing both 
Parties. In addition, we urge the Commission to encourage DTC to express its intentions 
immediately with respect to the technical and operational issues addressed in this letter as 
well as in our letter dated January 3, 2001. (See Note 1, above.) 

1. DTCC' s Representations As To "Access and Pricing" Need Clarification. 

DTCC' s letter states: "Vendors acting on behalf of DTC Participants will be able 
to transmit settlement instructions directly to DTC without the involvement of the Global 
Joint Venture. DTC will charge fees for such services to the Participants on whose behalf 
the vendors are acting with no additional charges to the vendors." (DTCC Letter at 3.) 
Such policies, however, are expressly "subject to [continuing] review by DTC's Board of 
Directors...." (ld. at 3-4.) 

Left unclear in this statement is whether DTC will consider the GJV to be a 
"vendor" at the same level as the or any other matching service or whether 
DTC will accord the with some form of preferential treatment. It is essential to 

ability to compete with the for the provision of trade matching services 
make a credible, verifiable and public commitment that relationship 

at 
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be as they are today does not clarify whether or not the central depository would continue 
to perform these functions. 

In a competitive model tor the U.S. industry, DTC must act as the hub with 
information spokes running to it from matching engines collecting and enriching 
information and from it to settlement agents informing them of pending settlements. 
Figure 1, below, is a representation of how the information should flow in a competitive 
environment among trade matching information collectors, DTC as the depository and 
entity performing settlement, and settlement agents. 

Figure 1 
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Figure 22 
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GJV and GSTP AG. GSTP AG further believes that such negotiations should be limited 
to the parties, with results or periodic progress reports to be provided to appropriate 
regulatory agencies. These discussions should commence well before the Commission 
issues its orders regarding the referenced applications. 

4. 	 DTCC's Representations As To "Customer Service" Require Additional 
Detail. 

DTCC's comments under the heading "Customer Service" address only sales and 
do not mention customer service, technology, telecommunications, standards settings, 
operations, and dispute resolution. It is unclear that steps are being taken to establish the 
"arms-length relationship" that is so needed when essential services are transferred from 
a regulated entity to an entity that is exempted from registration. 

With respect to sales, the DTCC letter states that "DTC's sales force will have no 
involvement in selling the services of the Global Joi.11t Venture." (See DTCC letter at 4.) 
To the extent this statement is a commitment that DTC will not in any way "steer" trade 
participants to the GJV, or in any other way favor the GJV over competitors, GSTP AG 
supports this essential policy. 

Because these policies are essential to providing a level playing field for 
competition at the trade matching level, strongly urges the Commission to 
incorporate the arm's-1ength relationship requirement into any order approving the 
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